Abstract: A well-qualified ship engine conductor having an effective error detection system is required to find failure as a result of which action is immediately to be taken to prevent any possible engine impairments. Otherwise failures cumulatively can end up with crippling and irreversible profit loss. This paper proposes a fuzzy MADM methodology, which can help determine the most effective system for main diesel engine of a ship. A novel interval type-2 fuzzy MADM method is chosen for the study, resting on VIKOR, to assess and employ the failure detection of auxiliary systems of a marine diesel engine. The evaluation is conducted by various groups of experts. It has been presumed that this study will also work out as a useful future maintenance process reference for marine engineering operators. However, the importance of the using time effectively to determine and respond to such failures is also underlined within the study. The results reveal that a fuel system is categorized as the most effective alternative subsequently followed by a governor system, an air supply system, and lastly, a cooling system. The results are grounded on the opinions expressed by three decision-making groups who put the MDEAS alternatives according to twenty ably selected criteria.
Introduction
Marine diesel engines require fuel, governor and other systems to work in a proper way to get the desired power and rotation ranges set by engine manufacturers. Operating engines out of this range can cause severe failures in the long run. In order to foresee failures, early warning tools and measures like temperature, pressure and flow sensors are advised to be available. Reading and assessing the values of these indicators, measures to prevent such failures can then be taken. The early identification of power transfer failures can eliminate the disruption of a ship's diesel engine completely. Thus, by dint of such expert analytical systems, a clear correlation relationship of these failures with other systems is to be revealed and efficiency values are examined. Adequate number of aggregation methods, which are based on fuzzy sets theory, has been put forward to acquire the resulting evaluation from the experts' individual opinions. Yeh and Chang [1] suggested a hierarchical weighting method. Development of a decision support system based on a model by Ma et al. [2] increased the level of overall satisfaction in the MCDM. Fan and Liu [3] introduced a method for group decision-making based on multi-granularity uncertain linguistic information. Cebi et al. [4] introduced, thanks to PROLOG programming language, an expert failure detection system to detect and handle failures, which often take place in ship cooling system. Considering the types of failures that priorly happened, they shaped action tables to display what to do in case of emergency. Calder [5] advanced a detection failure instrument to check the fuel, oil, exhaust, combustion air and cooling water systems. Taking into consideration the utilization of warning indicators and alarms, it appears rather toilsome to find possible machine failures beforehand due to the relationships between the systems. To deal with this difficulty, a fuzzy MCDM was proposed for the selection of marine diesel engine failures.Fuzzy analytic hierarchy process and the fuzzy technique were enjoyed in FAHP-TOPSIS methods. Various techniques have been compared in the literature for failure analysis. In the study conducted by Liu et al. [6] , linguistic variables, which were defined in trapezoidal or triangular fuzzy numbers, were the necessary instruments to evaluate the ratings and weights for the risk factors. While selecting the most severe failure modes, the expanded Vlsekriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) method was used to recognize the risk priorities of the failure modes that were defined. Consequently, a fuzzy FMEA based on a fuzzy set theory and the VIKOR method to prioritize failure modes, specifically were meant to some restrictions of the classical FMEA. Vinodh et al. [7] launched into a research method in which the concept selection in a proper environment was improved as MCDM. For problem and solutions, utilization of a fuzzy based compromise solution method VIKOR was offered. Martinez-Martin et al. [8] introduced a general framework to solve the representation magnitude and the basic step of inference process of qualitative models based on intervals. Type-2 fuzzy sets qualified with primary and secondary membership came out as an extension of type-1 fuzzy sets [9] . In the literature, some articles appertaining to type-2 fuzzy sets were possible to encounter. A type-2 fuzzy technique for the priority sequence close to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) by Chen and Lee [10] aimed to overcome group decision-making problems based upon TOPSIS.) Chen et al. [11] introduced a method to discuss multiquality group decision-making problems which depend upon the sequence of type-2 interval fuzzy sets. Chen [12] put forward a new method in order to surmount multi-criteria group decision making problems depending upon type-2 interval fuzzy sets and to set the targeted importance of criteria. From the survey and data using statistical analysis are the attributes determined. Interval type-2 fuzzy sets, more suitable, flexible and intelligent than type-1fuzzy sets, represented uncertainties for handling fuzzy group decision-making problems [10] , [13] - [16] . We then start combining VIKOR with interval type-2 fuzzy sets to acquire the rankings of the auxiliary systems. The major advantages of the VIKOR method arise from its trading off the maximum "group utility" of the "majority" and the minimum of the individual regret of the "opponent", and it is simple and straight forward to calculate. Combination of VIKOR method and interval type-2 fuzzy sets can be considered as an interesting and important research topic. Briefly, integration of all these methods brings a valid and reliable evaluation of auxiliary systems rank. In this paper interval type 2 fuzzy set was used because of their easiness and reduced computational effort in comparison with general fuzzy sets. It is also emphasized that type-2 fuzzy sets handle more uncertainty and hence, produces more accurate and robust results. Also this method was first used in ship industry. The framework of this paper falls into four sections: in Section I, the research methodologies. In Section II, setting and illustration of the model VIKOR based interval type-2 fuzzy set. In Section III, use of data collection on the study introduction and the application of the hierarchical structure adopted for trouble shooting the operational problems of the ship's diesel engine, finally, in Section IV, the discussion and conclusion of the paper. 
Decision Making Methods

Type-2 Fuzzy Sets
Over the decision-making process, due to the increase in complexity of the socio-economic environment and the uncertainty of the immanent subjective nature of human thought, the information in relation with quality values has been uncertain and fuzzy in general. This reality has led numerous researchers to act for the fuzzy set theory so as to model uncertainty and ambiguity along the decision-making processes [17] . Depending upon the type-1 fuzzy sets, certain MADM methods have been put forward. Type-2 fuzzy sets entail a higher degree of uncertainty rather than the type-1 fuzzy sets. These provide us more room for representing the uncertainty and fuzziness of the real world. Type-2 fuzzy sets can be regarded as an extensive version of type-1 fuzzy sets. For type-2 interval fuzzy sets can replace traditional type-1 fuzzy sets to point to the weights of the qualities and evaluation values, type-2 fuzzy sets help us with a more beneficial method to solve the fuzzy multi-criteria decisionmaking problems more flexibly and intelligently [10] , [17] .
VIKOR Based Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Set Methodology
The VIKOR method is defined as a (Multi-Attribute Decision Making) MADM technique rooted in compromise solution [18] [19] [20] . It gives a maximum group utility for the majority and a minimum of an individual regret for the opponent. Interval-valued fuzzy sets [21] , interval-valued fuzzy with gray relational analysis [22] , triangular intuitionistic fuzzy numbers [23] , and 2-tuple fuzzy numbers [24] are combined with VIKOR. Therefore, type-2 fuzzy sets are subject to more uncertainty than type-1fuzzy sets with additional degrees of freedom [10] . A comprehensive review paper on interval based type-2 fussy sets literature has been recently studied by Celik et al. [25] . Interested readers are advised to read this useful review paper. In this paper, the extended VIKOR method with interval type-2 fuzzy sets is set forth to get the best Affected System (AS) level of marine diesel engines auxiliary systems (MDEAS) established on average and the worst group scores among the set of alternatives. In the AS evaluation process of MDEAS, it is well in advance accepted that m alternatives (auxiliary systems), where Step 1. The importance weights of the attributes are estimated using Equation 1
(1)
is an interval type-2 fuzzy set
and L signifies the number of decision makers.
Step 2. The average fuzzy performance values of MDEAS are also calculated by use of Equation 2
(2)
and L means the number of customers.
Step 3. The weighted type-2 fuzzy decision matrix is calculated as the following: 
Where,
Step 5. The Q i is calculated according to the i S and i R by use of Equation 6 ( )
)
where
is the weight of the decision making strategy of the "majority of attributes" (or "maximum group utility"). Then the smallest i Q is set as a compromise solution if two conditions are acceptable. In Figure 1 above, this method is used for determining main engine failures. To the best our knowledge, this method has been exerted for the first time in order to find main engine failures and the most effective type of failure in the system. It is also able to instruct the operator about which system to analyze first in case of an error faced during system operation. Depending on this result, a certain minimization of the time is need for the reactivation of the system.
An Application for Auxiliary Systems of A Ship's Main Diesel Engine
When the causes and symptoms of the failures in the marine diesel engines are checked, they are observed to mostly underlie the problems originating a former breakdown. In each case of failure, there is a reason, which may emerge during the operating conditions. As far as factors for failures are concerned, auxiliary systems in connection with the failures may be grouped as follows: Fuel System (FS), Cooling System (CS), Governor System (GS), and Air Supply System (ASS). The hierarchical structure adopted in this study to deal with the problems of operation of the machine assessment for ship is shown in Figure 2 . The key dimensions of the attribute to evaluate and select machine operation systems for ship alternatives are received through comprehensive investigation and consultation with three groups, first group including three professor in the department of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, second group working in the private sector engineers and senior managers working in the private sector. They have been tasked to rate the accuracy, adequacy and relevance of the attribute and dimensions and to confirm their ''content validity'' with respect to the operation of the machine assessment. Reasons for failures in the main engine systems are drawn from previous records and maintenance logbooks, and the data are then combined with the personnel's experiences. Six types of failure of high priority have come to be apparent when these failures are studied. Failures have been coded as ij C wherei is the number of attribute and j is the number of sub attribute of the relevant failure ( 
., Absolutely strong (AS), Very strong (VS), Fairly strong (FS), Semi-strong (SS), Equal (E), Semi-weak (SW), Fairly weak (FW), Very weak (VW), Absolutely weak (AW)
. Table 5 provides the results of paired comparison of oral expressions related to the evaluation attribute performed by the decision-making groups. Oral Terms Type-2 fuzzy sets Absolutely strong (AS) ((4.00, 5.00, 5.00, 6.00; 1.00 1.00), (4.50, 5.00, 5.00, 5.50; 1.00 1.00)) Very strong (VS) ((3.00, 4.00, 4.00, 5.00; 1.00 1.00), (3.50, 4.00, 4.00 4.50; 1.00 1.00)) Fairly strong (FS) ((2.00, 3.00, 3.00, 4.00; 1.00 1.00), (2.50, 3.00, 3.00, 4.50; 1.00 1.00)) Semi-strong (SS) ((1.00, 2.00, 2.00, 3.00; 1.00 1.00), (1.50, 2.00, 2.00, 3.50; 1.00 1.00)) Equal (E) ((1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00; 1.00 1.00), (1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00; 1.00 1.00)) Semi-weak ( Seven-item scale given in Table 3 shows the oral expressions used by the decision-making groups for creating an alternative-attribute matrix. In a similar way, the type-2 fuzzy performance values for each attribute with respect to each MDEAS are acquired. Table 1 presents MDEAS attributes and related dimension classifications. Based on four questions ("what is the first, the second, the third, and the fourth important attribute for you, to detect more effected auxiliary system?"), which are asked to three decision-making groups, the weight of each attribute is set. The averages of the importance level of the weights, in linguistic terms, are converted into type-2 fuzzy numbers using nine different scales in Table 2 via Eq. (1) in Step 1. As a consequence, based on type-2 fuzzy numbers, the weights of twenty attributes are ordered. Table 4 ). The positive ( Table 5 .
Step 5 puts that final rankings based on averages and the worst group scores are calculated by use of Eq. (6). Maximum group utility (v) is regarded as 0.5. Final rankings, and related regret and average scores are demonstrated in Table 6 . The smaller Q values stand for higher level comparing other MDEAS. Eventually, acceptable advantage, the Condition (1) in Step 5, between line FS, ( ) and GS ( ), is reassured. Therefore, FS has, respectively, the best and GS the second best scores. MDEAS can be ranged as FS, GS, ASS, and CS from the best to the worst score, based on the survey. The alternative evaluation results in Table 6 display that, the Fuel System is the most influenced alternative of errors taking into consideration the weights of all the decision-making groups. The results in Table 4 explain the common perception that any change in criteria weights may manipulate the evaluation outcome to a certain degree. Additionally, the Cooling System is apparently the least affected alternative by errors in comparison with the other alternatives.
Sensitivity Analysis
This subsection of the study demonstrates that the concept of sensitivity analysis studies the impact of attributes with the proposed interval type-2 fuzzy VIKOR approach for validation of the results of AS level to be steadier. The maximum group utility (v) is allocated to study the ranking of MDEAS. This study also presumes that the v value corresponds to 1 while the Q values of each alternative FS, CS, GS and ASS are 0.00, 0.88, 0.27 and 1.00, respectively. The ranking order of the four MDEAS is FS > GS > CS > ASS. When v value corresponds to 0.5, then the Q values of each MDEAS, FS, CS, GS and ASS, are 0.00, 0.94, 0.52, and 0.76, respectively. The ranking order of the four MDEAS is FS > GS > ASS > CS. If v value corresponds to 0, then the ranking order is FS > ASS > GS > CS. The Q values of ach MDEAS, FS, CS, GS and ASS are 0.00, 0.88, 0.27 and 1.00, respectively. According to the sample previously mentioned, this study makes use of each maximum group utility value, v, from 0.00 to 1.00 enhancing by 0.1 to study the proposed approach, and then the results obtained are considered satisfactory, as Table 7 and graphically in Figure 3 show. Figure 4 . The auxiliary systems FS has the best rankings, in all cases GS has the second best ranking when v = 1.0, but gets the poorest score when v declines to 0.0. Furthermore ASS ranking increases while the v decreases. CS has the least ranking at almost all cases. This study proves that the results of the ranking orders of all four MDEAS, acquired as a result of using the proposed approach, are coherent. Furthermore, the proposed approach detects the gap between the Q values of various MDEAS. Q values get smaller when the maximum group utility value raises from 0.1 to 1.0.
Resting on the analysis above, this paper confirms that the proposed approach brings about satisfactory outputs and provides suitable information to consolidate managers in decision-making.
Conclusion
A fault possible to place in any system can quickly influence the engine and cause a breakdown or a failure in the engine. By dint of expert application, the cause of the fault must be immediately detected and fixed. With the aim of helping the chief engineers, assessment analysis attribute should readily present to show why the marine engine system failure happened and methods, which reduce such failures, must be developed. This method was intended to determine which part of the main engine system is the most open to be the subject of failure. It was also used to determine more common types of main engine failures within the system. Examination of the results drawn from this study makes it possible to guide the operator about which system to analyze first in case of an error encountered during the systems operation. Achieving this crucial profit-saving, time can be saved in reactivating the system. This study helps the hierarchical structure adapt to the troubleshooting of main engine auxiliary systems, which Fuel System, Cooling System, Governor System and Air Supply System by using the Fuzzy VIKOR method, evaluation of failures can be more efficiently assessed and decided upon. All these results observed in Table 7 , by the Fuzzy VIKOR approach, the fuel system is the most affected system according to all the decisionmaking groups. For further research, the other multi-attribute evaluation methods such as TOPSIS, ELECTRE, and DEA (data envelopment analysis) can be employed and compared with the results provided by this paper.
